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Abstract
Drawing on the theoretical perspectives of structural vulnerability and violence, this study examines how the ‘2005 earthquake’ in Pakistan affected the female gender. It aims to find out the unique experiences of the socio-cultural vulnerability of gender, which led them to migrate towards other places. It attempts to identify those factors which contributed to women's vulnerability. Qualitative research methods, such as key-informant and in-depth interviews, were used in this research. In-depth interviews were conducted by using a purposive sampling technique with thirty highly affected women of Balakot belonging to twenty-five households. The present study finds out six major themes, almost all dealing with a lack of privacy and females’ private domain. These include: a) gendered migration; b) ethnicity; c) problems of toilet and bathing; d) problems for pregnant women; e) difficulty in looking after the family; and, f) forced sexual relations. Data collection from respondents of different ages, class, and caste helped us to understand the lived experiences of the women of Balakot. The study finds out that gendered vulnerability plays a very important role in making decisions to migrate. This study might influence governments to bring the required changes in their policies to serve the women population better during and after disasters.
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Introduction
Disaster is considered as a sudden accident or a natural catastrophe that causes severe damage or loss of life. It happens when a natural hazard impacts negatively on vulnerable people. Researchers on disasters, such
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as Dijkhorst and Vonhof\(^1\) argue that hazard turns into a disaster when the vulnerability of people is high. People with meager access to resources are more susceptible. Impacts of disaster are subject to the vulnerability of the affected population. These impacts vary across variety of ethnicity, class, and gender. Generally, the term gender is used as synonymous with women, but it deals with the status and roles of both woman and man. The present research, however, deals with women’s vulnerability during and after the earthquake of 2005. In many societies, gender disparity between males and females enhances the vulnerability of women, particularly in times of natural disasters. The study, therefore, explores females’ unique experiences during and after the earthquake with themes of disaster, gender, migration, and vulnerability. The paper shows that the impacts of disasters in long duration reveal implications of deep-rooted vulnerabilities of disadvantaged groups more vividly.

According to the United Nations Environment Program,\(^2\) disasters have affected billions of people around the globe. Migration is one of the biggest impacts of natural disasters. Women’s migration in natural calamities has been partially explained by the available literature. Decision about accommodation, lack of resources, gender susceptibility, and through several other ways, it can be related to natural calamities. Temporary or permanent migration is always considered the main survival strategy during any natural calamity. During and after the natural disaster, the majority of the people migrate voluntarily, because they usually are left with limited choices in the situation of any natural disaster.

Northern Pakistan faced an earthquake of 7.6 magnitudes on the morning of 8th October 2005. Tehsil Balakot in the province of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa was the epicenter, thus it received the highest degree of destruction. The number of migrants among its dwellers was also very high. Outcomes of the disaster depended upon the socio-cultural vulnerability of these earthquake migrants. This disaster brought social, cultural, and psychological impacts on the lives of the affected women. The earthquake with its epicenter about 19 kilometers northeast of

\(^1\) H.V. Dijkhorst, & S. Vonhof, *Gender and Humanitarian Aid: A Literature Review of Policy and Practice* (Department of Disaster Studies, Wageningen University, Netherlands, 2005).


capital Islamabad brought devastation and resulted in 87,350 deaths in the province of Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa (KP) and Pakistani administered Kashmir, as per official reports. This natural disaster posed extreme damage to peoples’ lives and their possessions. Besides humans, cattle were also buried under the derbies of dilapidated houses. Areas closer to the epicenter, particularly Balakot Tehsil in Mansehra district of province KPK, were most horribly hit, resulting in severe damage to every kind of physical infrastructure, including mosques, hospitals, markets, power lines, houses, and other government offices. According to an estimate, nearly 3.2 million people lost their homes. EERI Special Earthquake Report in 2006 indicated that nearly 138,000 were injured, and over 500,000 families were directly affected by this earthquake. Supplemented by aftershocks, heavy rains and great displacements, the impacts of this natural hazard were most distressing for the women of Balakot.

In this present study, women’s vulnerability after natural disasters has been explained from females’ own perspective in the light of critical and structural vulnerability framework. In the previous literature in the Pakistani context, the focus was not on the cultural and structural inequalities that add on and aggravate the post-disaster situation. There is a dearth of studies that evaluate the effectiveness of mainstreaming gender in disaster risk reduction at the operational and program levels. To fill this gap an ethnographic, critical and interpretive kind of study was conducted in a most affected village of Balakot Tehsil.

**Review of literature**

A bulk of literature is available on how bad effects of natural disaster is sociologically significant. Yumarni and associates found many dimensions of gender susceptibility within post-earthquake rebuilding at Yogyakarta province of Indonesia. They observed that patriarchal culture

---


causes gender vulnerability along with the fragility of the gendered institutions. Evidence indicated that women in Nepal and other South Asian countries cannot show women’s particular requirements to unfamiliar humanitarian workers during and after disasters or crises owing to socio-cultural taboos and norms, which increase their vulnerability to disaster risks.\textsuperscript{6} Hines\textsuperscript{7} has observed that women are victims of the patriarchal society as it is a taboo for a woman to go to a male doctor. The development process ignored specific woman's needs. Stress, abuse, rape and early marriages have weakened the status of women in these communities.

Rashid and Michaud\textsuperscript{8} explored the impacts of socio-cultural norms such as honor, shame, purity and pollution on health and hygiene. For females, maintaining space and privacy from male outsiders was very difficult during the disaster. They became extra vulnerable to sexual as well as mental harassment in relief camps because it was difficult for most of the girls to remain separated. Many girls were unable to sleep, bathe, keep themselves clean during menstruation or get access to latrines in suitable privacy. Duramy\textsuperscript{9} examined that after the Haitian earthquake poor conditions in the displacement camps increased gender-based abuse and violence. They found that dearth of sanitation and insecure shelters along with ubiquitous police patrolling put the females at risk. The death of members of family multiplied vulnerability to sexual violence and abuse. After disasters, shelter, water, sanitation, waste management, livelihoods, and particularly female workloads and gender-based violence require attention.\textsuperscript{10}
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It is asserted by Gaillard, et al. ¹¹ that western experiences constructed man-woman dichotomy, which often cannot grasp truths about non-Western varied gender minorities, as were noted in Indonesia, Philippines and Samoa, where weak genders exhibited peculiar arrangements of vulnerability allied with their lowered social positions. Hence it is suggested that locally-specific measures need to be taken to reduce the vulnerability of both genders. ¹² It is difficult to differentiate, as certain groups are hit harder than others and that disasters are not the great levelers they are sometimes considered to be. ¹³ Ray-Bennett and Nibedita¹⁴ documented experiences of women-headed households from diverse social castes in Orissa, India and suggested taking into consideration the composite interplay of class, caste, and gender along with structural causes, for effective disaster management and reduction of social vulnerability.

A study on violence against females after the tsunami in Sri Lanka examined that violence against women is exacerbated by the disaster because social inequalities and violence against females exist in societies in normal times.¹⁵ Juran¹⁶ suggested that pre-existing inequalities were amplified in times of disaster as the impacts of disasters were not equal for all but they varied by social constructs, such as caste, religion, socio-economic status and gender in post-tsunami Tamil Nadu, India. True¹⁷ argued that women’s already low and unequal economic and social status determines the extent of their current vulnerability to

---

violence during and after the Christchurch earthquakes crisis. Reduction in women’s vulnerability is impossible unless the root causes of this vulnerability are focused for reducing gender inequalities through removing unbalanced power relations between genders (Bradshaw, 2014). Literature showed that gendered dimensions of these disasters and vulnerabilities, especially inferior castes or ethnic groups are rarely covered in qualitative or ethnographic researches conducted by Bradshaw, Enarson, Fothergill, & Peek 2007, Enarson & Pease, 2016, Fordham, Ginige, Amaratunga, & Haigh, MacGregor, 2017; Rohr, Hemmati & Lambrou 2009.

Hamilton and Halvorson (2007) proposed that females’ pre-disaster vulnerability assessments, would ensure better access to

resources and participation in relief, rehabilitation, and rebuilding efforts. Only a few development organizations addressed the issue of mainstreaming of women and gender sensitivity in pre- and post-disaster activities in Pakistan. Irshad, Mumtaz, and Levay found that years after the 2005 earthquake in Pakistan, women with spinal cord injuries got socially, emotionally and financially isolated whereas men received full social and emotional support. Parida noticed an upsurge in women’s mental stress in the Himalayan state of Uttarakhand where the capacity to cope with flood disaster was not high.

Peacock and associates explained how Hurricane Andrew influenced and hit those who were unprepared; therefore, disasters should not be seen as mere natural but they inherently have social character. Krishnaraj found that women were more severely affected than men because of being more vulnerable than men in most societies from the impact of an earthquake, as was seen in Latur, India, and the impact of earthquake varied according to the degree of vulnerability of the social groups. Schroeder revealed that gender constructs bring environmental implications as peasant and working-class women do bear the brunt of gender vulnerability and disproportionate risk in Hausaland due to the drought situation.

Women are predominantly susceptible to injurious implications of disasters. According to the United Nations, Asian Disaster Preparedness Center women have to undergo violence owing to the negative impact of disasters. UN Declaration (1993) on the Elimination

of Violence against Women\textsuperscript{35} stated that violence against women is ‘any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life.’ A less detectable form of violence is structural violence, which according to Galtung\textsuperscript{36} is ‘built into the structure and shows up as unequal power and consequently as unequal life chances.’ It is un-deliberated, systemic violence, no body’s fault, non-personal, or faceless. Farmer\textsuperscript{37} observed the interconnection of disparities within a larger social matrix that marginalized social groups with less power and privileges owing to class, caste and gender. Unequal power relationships and structural inequities disturb participatory parity among social groups, therefore, counter social justice for every caste or gender (Fraser, 1996\textsuperscript{38}; Fraser, 2001\textsuperscript{39}). According to Aolain,\textsuperscript{40} ‘women and girls become even more vulnerable to violence as social fabrics break down along with the collapse of political and legal structures in the wake of catastrophes.’ True (2013) observed an intensification in men's violence against women during natural calamities. Valdés\textsuperscript{41} stated that the ‘magnitudes of disasters are partially influenced by the political-economic and socio-cultural contexts… [hence] mainstreaming gender into disaster reduction policies and measures translate into identifying the ways in which women and men are positioned in society.’


\textsuperscript{38} Nancy Fraser, \textit{Social Justice in the Age of Identity Politics: Redistribution, Recognition and Participation}, The Tanner lectures on human values, Stanford University, 1996.

\textsuperscript{39} Nancy Fraser, ‘Recognition without Ethics?’ \textit{Theory, Culture and Society}, 18:2–3 (2001), 21–42.


Much work has been done on females’ vulnerability than the vulnerability of males during the hazards\(^42\). Such researches found that environmental stress affects women more than men because of the ground realities; for instance, subordinate and dependent status at home and in the community at large this vulnerability is connected with gender disparity, social roles, particularly as a career, lack of mobility and pre-disaster poverty. In South-Asia, this kind of disproportionate vulnerability of women has greatly been found. Their role as dependent or subordinate provides them with lower access to resources. Diverse experiences of life affect the vulnerability of individuals. This vulnerability is different in different conditions and situations of individuals. Gilson\(^43\) believes that vulnerability is pervasive, worldwide, and common among socially weak entities. It is a kind of exposure that makes a person come in contact with a situation that is beyond his or her control. Neutral term of vulnerability relates it not only with women and but also as a situation fetched by factors of gender, class, and race. The vulnerability of women in natural calamities has led to observing the victimization of women, which focused on women as a vulnerable and discriminated group. The impacts of disasters include high mortality and socio-political issues affecting several people.

In explaining the impacts of the earthquake on women, Cannon\(^44\) emphasized the concept of a disaster, which reflects in the affected location and its people. Disaster and components of the vulnerability of different groups of people have been found closely related. Cannon argued that vulnerability differs according to the ‘initial condition’ of a person—how well-fed he is what are his physical and mental health, mobility, and self-reliance. In the light of above listed issues and the ground realities, one would find the women of Balakot as being most vulnerable in the disaster of the 2005 earthquake.

This study contributes to gender-sensitive mitigation stratagems to thwart structural violence and vulnerability associated with a natural catastrophe. Drawing on anthropological and ethnographic data this paper focuses on women’s susceptibility after the 2005 earthquake. Using the framework of structural violence this study presents women’s


\(^44\) Terry Cannon, ‘Gender and climate…’.
unique experiences of vulnerabilities in society (Bloch, 1992\textsuperscript{45}; Farmer, 2004;\textsuperscript{46} 2009;\textsuperscript{47} Fraser, 1996;\textsuperscript{48} Galtung, 1969\textsuperscript{49}).

**Research methodology**

Ethnographic and anthropological research was conducted in Balakot between July 2018 and January 2019. After a detailed observation of Balakot, Gharlat, a town of Balakot was selected for research study because it was completely destroyed in the earthquake of 2005, and even after twelve years of the earthquake, 70 percent of its population was living in the prefabricated shelters. Baseline information was gathered from the socioeconomic census of the Balakot area. Before starting the research, we built rapport with the sample community, took the people of Balakot in confidence, particularly the women of Gharlat were invited to independently participate in research. Three key informants were selected from Balakot to approach the women of affected households. Among these informants, there were two females and one male. All were famous among the people of Balakot and its town Gharlat due to their social work. Their presence and assistance in approaching most affected people of the earthquake proved beneficial during the fieldwork. A total of 25 households were selected with the help of purposive sampling, and 30 women of these households, who were highly affected by the earthquake incidence, were interviewed in detail.

Spending seven months in fieldwork, using qualitative methods of key-informants and in-depth interviews, helped in gathering detailed information regarding the impacts of the 2005 earthquake on women of Balakot. Thematic analysis for identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns within data was done in step-by-step manner. We generated initial codes during and after the data collection among the earthquake-affected women of Gharlat. After searching for and reviewing themes, we defined and named these themes. Finally, we produced an explanatory report of the themes.

\textsuperscript{46} Paul Farmer, *Pathologies of power*, 187.
\textsuperscript{48} Nancy Fraser, *Social Justice...*
Result and Discussion
Ethnographic data revealed several major themes that express socio-cultural vulnerabilities. Demographic features showed that most of the women belonged to the same caste, living in Balakot for many years, who migrated to other regions only because of the earthquake. The following themes, emerged after data analysis, are discussed below.

a. Toilet Problem (*bath roomy ko lrzi*)
The majority of females reported that toilets were small in number (only two) in the whole town. They were unable to go outside and use public toilets. One participant said:

‘On the second day of the earthquake, some of the male members dug out debris, put slabs of cement on them, and covered it with a tent. In this way, they arranged a temporary place for toilet. For a long time, that toilet remained under use’. (Rizwana, aged 56)

Seeing the problem of the toilet as the most serious issue, men of Gujjar and Swati caste sent their women to the relatives to nearby cities: Mansehra, Lahore, and Islamabad. Men stayed in Balakot to search their dead relatives and bury them in the graveyard with death rituals. Women of Kohastani and Awaan caste, however, faced difficulty in using toilets because of various reasons. One woman remarked:

‘Those days were very difficult as we did not have toilets. For males, it was not a problem as they were free to go anywhere, but for us, it was very problematic as it is considered body shame to go outside for urination and defecation’ (Allah ko mano ay us tay kuj vi ni thanda sa,,us din ko pta chhya k bathroom tu bejhar kitna mushkil sa sary wasty. Mardan fir aay hi sochya k asan treemtan ko pej saton. Ta k oh khd tay lagan. (Parveen, aged 43)

The Kohastani and Awani women also faced the problem of unhygienic and poor toilets, particularly lack of gender-differentiated toilets, which challenged their feminine privacy.

‘On that day, we came to know about the importance of the bathroom. There were no separate toilets, whatever was there was in bad condition, but we managed somehow’. (Reshma, aged 38)

‘To go for using toilet use was a big problem for me, there was only one toilet which was dug out by neighbors from the debris, and the whole town was using it. It was easy for men to go outside in open places for urination, but for us, it was
not easy, although we kept going in groups for urination in open places.’ (Raheela, aged 35)

Both Raheela and Parveen mentioned gendered experiences faced by women. It is reflective of most of the responses from the respondents who felt a lack of gender-differentiated toilets, which created difficulty for women to stay in the area in the emergency phase. Ultimately they migrated to other places.

b. The risk for pregnant women (*Bemar tremat di mushklat*)

Pregnancy and childbirth are unique to women’s experiences. The women who were in the phase of pregnancy during the disaster of earthquake were in a highly risky condition. Without rest, food and care, their condition was hopeless. At the time of the earthquake, they were vulnerable to various threats. One respondent said:

‘Some of the women living with men in the tent were pregnant, sleeping on hard and cold surface, lack of food and clean water, life was terrible for them’. (Sadaf, aged 46)

Another woman explained this way:

‘It was cold and wet during the second week of the earthquake. My daughter-in-law was pregnant with her third child. Yes, it was difficult for her because she was in seven months of her pregnancy. All members of the family were worried about her because there was no place to move her. We were afraid of miscarriage’. (Musarat, aged 51)

After the earthquake situation was very challenging for pregnant women and their family members, particularly for those women and their families who were unable to move towards other cities. They were facing malnutrition and the absence of basic facilities of clean water, safety from cold weather, and facilities of toilets. Some women stated:

‘My daughter-in-law got injured during the earthquake, and we were not in a condition to take her to the hospital. Governmental and non-governmental health shelters came in the second week of the earthquake.’ (Uzma, aged 60)

‘I was six months pregnant with my first child. During the earthquake, my legs got injured. It was cold, and I could not save my pregnancy’. (Salma, aged 27)

‘I had 4 months of pregnancy. During the earthquake, I lost my mother and grandmother. Due to mental stress, I faced a miscarriage. I was treated in a shelter hospital service. The situation inside the shelter hospital was very awkward because there was no privacy as people came inside the tent without letting anyone know.’ (Hina aged, 41)
Pregnancy is a natural phase, which comes in the life cycle of women, but it was reported to be greatly affected by the disaster of Earthquake. Experiencing the bad circumstances in the earthquake disaster area, several families of Gujjar and Swati castes shifted their pregnant women to other localities. Their women faced sudden migration. Women of Kohastani and Awaan castes suffered all the bad circumstances of the post-earthquake situation.

c. Difficulty in bathing (*Nany ko larzan*): Women of Balakot, particularly of the most affected town of Gharlat, experienced gendered vulnerabilities in daily activities such as sleeping and taking a bath. Most of the women reported that after the earthquake, there were heavy rains, and due to cold their condition was terrible in temporary shelters. For many nights they were unable to sleep. For many days they could not take a bath because there was no facility to take a bath. Below are some statements.

‘We were facing problems with eating and sleeping. Bathing was not in our minds. For three weeks, I could not wash my face. During my stay in a temporary shelter for 62 days, I could not take a bath even for a single time. I took a bath when I migrated to the home of my father’s brother’s son.’ (Nida, aged 20)

‘Honestly speaking during a stay in temporary shelter, we were having scarcity of many facilities. I did not take a bath for 42 days. I could not even think about bathing in that situation.’ (Fozia, aged 22)

‘Men could bath in the middle of the road, but women could not. I did not take a bath for three weeks after the earthquake’. (Nida, aged 20)

‘Taking a comfortable sleep in temporary shelters is impossible. Taking a bath was another great problem for me and my daughter. My husband and sons used to go to the mosque for taking a bath.’ (Durdana, aged 45)

The women who are still living in shelters have been found suffering from the same problems they were facing in days soon after the earthquake.

‘I fetch water from a well and take a bath in the same shelter where I live. I face problem in sleeping because of small space inside the shelter as 7 family members are living with me in my shelter.’ (Rasheeda, aged 52)

‘Taking bath is a very serious problem for me and the female members of my family. There is a river nearby where
we live. We collectively go there at the time of sunset and take a bath’. (Salma, aged 27)

d. The pressure of taking care of the family (Jundakan wasty lrzna):
After the earthquake, responsibilities of women for taking care of their family members increased. They had to take extra care of their sick members of family as compared with the time when they were living in their safe homes before the earthquake.

‘I felt myself burdened as I had to take care of my three kids and one pregnant sister-in-law.’ (Sadaf, 46)
‘After the earthquake, I used to cook food in a public place, which was very difficult and unhygienic.’ (Raheela, aged 35)

Most of the women reported an increase of demand on their physical labor. They had to collect woods for cooking food and fetch water for drinking and toilet needs. Three women stated in the following words:

‘I daily fetch water from a well, which is located 1km away from my shelter’. (Raheela, aged 35)
‘My mother-in-law and I daily collect wood for cooking foods’. (Rosheen, aged 28)
‘My mother’s responsibilities increased after the death of my father in the earthquake’. (Bushra, aged 18)

‘At the time of the earthquake, I was out of the home. My all family members came under the debris of house material. It was a horrible time for me to be in senses and bring out all the dead bodies to bury them according to the religious burial rituals.’ (Rukiya, aged 36)

Harassment and unwanted sexual relations (Kuryoon ko tarna ty phasana): Several women shared their experience of harassment and unwanted sexual relations by men during the emergency phase. Some are given in the following lines.

‘After the earthquake, since I was staying out in tents and these tents were pretty overcrowded, a man tried to take advantage of the situation’. (Iffat agesd, 42)

‘Us taay pta hi ky krdy sy ny k assan treematn kol beh k dukh sukh krdy aan. Fir duk sukh wic ky ooaya nal ghuch rayan kuryan. Asan ny mardan aay mahool dekhyta ty bardasht ni keta. Assan ko bejh satya.taldy Islamabady ko. [Translation: Many volunteers came to our tents for our mental counseling. But with time, they started harassing girls in the name of counseling. When our males noticed this
thing, they transferred us to other cities’]. (Durdana, aged 45)

Some of the workers of governmental and non-governmental organizations took advantage of aggrieved women. They used to sit with them for counseling but took personal advantages.

‘My sister was under a trauma after losing her three children and husband in the earthquake. A social worker during counseling tried to rape her’. (Fozia, aged 22)

‘I faced staring and touching by men while shifting in temporary shelters’. (Bushra aged, 18)

‘Sb tu wadi izzat hy peny izzat nai ty kuj wi nai’, [Translation: Honour and respect are above all things, and there is no compromise on it’]. (Sadia, aged 46)

Living in temporary shelters, women were most vulnerable to harassment and forced sexual relationships. This was a big factor among many other factors that compelled women to migrate to other cities.

e. Gendered migration (Tldy tur gy): This study also recorded some unique experiences of vulnerability of women associated with migration.

One woman said:

‘When bird found dried lake and could not find water there, it moved there by saying if found water here I never left this place but my feelings of thirstiness urged me to move this place for search of water’. (Asmat, aged 57)

The earthquake brought an unlimited crisis for the dwellers of Balakot, which forced them to migrate, particularly women were more prone to these crises, hence most of them moved away than living in temporary shelters. Some such experiences are given below.

‘There were some volunteers who came to help us, but they were staring at me. My brother sent me to my relatives in Lahore’. (Nida, aged 20)

‘I had difficulty in sleeping outside, so I migrated to the home of my brother in Mansehra’. (Fizza, aged 32)

‘My sister-in-law and I were pregnant, and the situation after the earthquake was terrible so we migrated to Rawalpindi at the home of our mother’s sister.’ (Qurat, aged 29)

The results of this study revealed that the ‘2005 Earthquake’ destroyed all kinds of physical infrastructure of the community. Living in broken boundary walls and dilapidated houses was severely risky and dangerous. The sky was the only roof available soon after the crises but concurrent rain and cold weather aggravated the
hitherto vulnerabilities. Data analysis revealed that problems for women were more complex than that of males. In normal circumstances, the community females in the local context were supposed to observe veil (*purdah*) owing to cultural and religious customs and norms. The free movement of females was restricted and they faced problems related to water, sanitation, hygiene, nutrition, shelter, water security, and physical safety. It was a great shame for females when they had to go outside for urination and defecation. It was against the honor and safety of females in local settings. They were therefore bound to go in groups for urination and defecation.

Besides, many pregnant women faced miscarriages owing to injuries and mental stress. The situation inside the shelter hospital was very awkward. Males could go to the community mosque for taking a bath while women had to collectively go to the river at the time of sunset to take a bath. Moreover, women’s responsibilities after the death of male members had increased such as fetching water, collecting woods, along with household chores. The most disturbing factor was the harassment of girls in the name of counseling. When males noticed this they had to shift their females to other places, comparatively safer ones. Evidence\(^5^0\) indicated that gender vulnerability varied by local socio-cultural factors; therefore, intervention programs in future need to be designed by keeping in view the localized gender-sensitivities.

Feeling several kinds of risks in Balakot, many poor and insecure women migrated to other cities. In addition, many people decided to migrate as female members of their families suffered cold weather and rainy nights under open sky following the earthquake. Several pregnant women faced nausea, vomiting, and thus went through miscarriages due to the unbearable condition of living. Males were busy in arranging tents and registration of their families in lists of the government and non-government help desks, leaving their pregnant women alone, which became disastrous for the health of these women. Several women were worried about the possibility of being exposed to sexual assaults. The only possible solution for women to get out of this situation was to migrate to other parts of the country.

But migration was not a very easy task for a significant portion of population of Balakot. Amongst the four major castes of
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Balakot (Gujjar, Swati, Kohastani, Awaan) only Gujjar and Swati were in a better economic position to shift their women in other cities of the country. Women of Kohastani and Awaan continued living in tented villages. They had suffered due to complex and grave challenges during the earthquake and are still living in fragile houses made by the government and NGOs. Efforts have been made by governmental and some NGOs, following the common objective of rehabilitation of the earthquake-hit community. These organizations have also been found working on the development and rebuilding of the residential areas, but the impacts of that earthquake on women proved long-lasting and damaging, particularly on their sociocultural life.

A previous study examined gender vulnerabilities created by floods in northern Bangladesh. He similarly found higher vulnerability to disasters among poor and disadvantaged women as compared to men owing to circumstances, which predispose them to the impacts of severe disaster. Women faced complications in finding suitable shelter, clean water, sanitation, hygiene, food, and fuel for cooking. Besides, girls were exposed to sexual harassment in relief camps. All these vulnerabilities together interjected women’s qualification and adaptation capacities to reduce disaster risks.

The traumatized gendered body implies the tightness in space and place. Research findings of the 2005 earthquake have shown that women of Balakot are a socially vulnerable group, have disempowered position, and they faced gendered based discrimination in relief and rehabilitation period. The earliest studies on disaster and its impacts on women explored ways women were vulnerable to disasters. These reasons include their physical differences with men’s gender roles in the household and patriarchal culture, where women depend on husbands for major decision-making processes. This relates to our study findings as women of Balakot are living in a patriarchal culture, and the impact of the disaster on women is different due to women's subordinate position. Above mentioned thematic result of this study can be divided into physiological, socio-cultural, and place vulnerabilities.


According to the first cause, the physiology of men and women differ, which might affect their basic needs of toilet use, bathing, and pregnancy. However, according to Oxfam finding of the 2005 earthquake discussed the physiology of men and women in terms of self-rescue capacity like running, climbing, and swimming.\textsuperscript{53} Social factors also play an important role to strengthen women vulnerability as it has been found in this study like the pressure of taking care of the family on women and gendered migration, women told that due to complex problem in relief and rehabilitation period in our specific living places males of our family decided to send us to other cities. The earliest studies of disaster corroborated social factors of vulnerability\textsuperscript{54} as in discussing early 1960, Chinese famine mentioned accounts of men selecting daughter to let perish first owing to inadequate food. The physiology of women also plays an important role in terms of space/place vulnerability. Pregnant women, who are limited in their mobility and required obstetrical care which was not present in the Balakot disaster.

Social and cultural vulnerability discussed in previous research\textsuperscript{55} similarly described the effects of the social division of labor as a source that increased the risk for women who resided at home taking care of family members. When a husband goes to work, a woman behind stays at home puts them at risk of death than men by the collapsed building. Scholars\textsuperscript{56} also argued that women after a disaster were vulnerable to the incidence of sexual violence. Literature\textsuperscript{57} similarly identified factors like gendered roles in households, social and cultural norms, and same-gendered discrimination as a cause of women’s vulnerability in Nepal. Ethnicity was seen as significant. Particularly Kohistani and Awan caste women suffered great losses in this disaster. It is important to target the socially fabricated gendered customs to advance calamity response


determinations. In much similar thread, as evidence shows that Philippines women could not express the experiences of physical and sexual violence owing to embarrassment and stigma.

**Conclusion**

This study investigated what socio-cultural constructions determined gender vulnerability after the ‘2005 earthquake.’ Results of the study synthesis showed that women’s difficulties in looking after families, problem-related with toilet and bathing for pregnant women, hygiene, and reproductive health care, maintaining veil and privacy, and more importantly forced sexual relations, and caste-oriented gendered migration as the most significant socio-cultural vulnerabilities. Western top-down approaches to understanding disaster risk reduction generally fail to address the needs of most marginalized castes and genders. However, the inequalities, violence and vulnerability approaches pay greater heed to the basic causes, as to how and why marginalized peoples are unable to access the resources, finding roots in politico-economic and socio-cultural structures. The earthquake disproportionally affected marginalized ethnic groups and women. There was a lack

---


of studies that appraise the usefulness of mainstreaming gender in disaster risk reduction at the practical levels. There is a need for further study in other similarly affected contexts. The study recommends how the general development practice and government policy during and after the emergency context ought to incorporate the social and cultural vulnerabilities while treating gender related interventions to effectively tackle the hazardous situation that has already based on structural inequities.
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